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Tariff Industry Assistance (Advertisement) Notice No. 1986/32-continued 
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Description of Goods 

padded; bead or sweat bands; narrow fabric 
for bead or sweat bands; head adjusters; mesh; 
button; buckles; domes and cord 
CURRENT APPROVAL 
Crown foundations, knitted, wben declared 
by a manufacturer for use by him, only in 
making hats 
REQUESTED APPROVAL 
Kni tted hat crown foundations 
CURRENT APPROVAL 
Hat foundations, being bodies of plastic, 
intended to be covered, lined and otherwise 
finished, peculiar to use in making riding hats 
REQUESTED APPROVAL 
Hat foundations, being bodies of plastic, 
intended to be covered, lined or otherwise 
finished 
Pilot helmet lining kits 
CURRENT APPROVAL 
Metal walking sticks and collapsible canes for 
use by the blind persons 
REQUESTED APPROVAL 
Metal walking sticks and collapsible canes 
CURRENT APPROVAL 
Metal folding canes and parts for the repair 
of the same, solely for the use of the blind 
REQUESTED APPROVAL 
Metal folding canes and parts for the repair of 
metal canes 
Handles, peculiar to use by being cemented t~ 
umbrella or sunshade sticks; acorns and slides 
for straps of umbrellas or sunshades; 
metal mounts unplated, for umbrellas, sunshades, 
and will king sticks, balustradlng and the like 
Farr HP2A filters; 
Unassembled Kortenbach and Rauh beach/garden 
umbrella frames with ribs wired to notch and 
runners, loose packed shafts and components 
CURRENT APPROVAL 
Sticks, runners, notches, caps, ferrules, CUps, 
ribs, bandIes, stretchers, tips, rings, running 
and capping leathers, prevents, splicing tubes, 
annealed wires up to 10.16 cm in length, springs 
and plated metal bands, peculiar for use on 
umbrellas, umbrella tents, sunshades and walking 
sticks 
REQUESTED APPROVAL 
Parts, fittings, trimings and accessories of 
unbrellas, umbrella tents, sunshades and walking 
sticks 
Unassembled beach/garden umbrella frames, with 
ribs wired to notch and runner for use as 
sun umbrellas 
CURRENT APPROVAL 
Feathers bleached or dyed, on condition that 
they are for use only in making apparel 
REQUESTED APPROVAL 
Fea thers bleached or dyed 
CURRENT APPROVAL 
Trimmings, commonly used for making apparel 
and footwear 
REQUESTED APPROVAL 
Apparel and footwear trimmings 
Polypora booded plastic backed polishing discs 

CURRENT APPROVAL 
Bonded grinding wheels 250mm dia, 100mm 
thickness for use on paper machine roll grinders 
REQUESTED APPROVAL 
Bonded grinding wheels 250mm dia, lOOmm 
thickness 
CURRENT APPROVAL 
Dental lathe brushes, on condition the goods 
are solely for use in dental work 
REQUESTED APPROVAL 
Dental lathe brushes 
Grindstones and grinding wheels, when declared 
by a manufacturer for use by him, only on 
skiving and splitting machines, peculiar for 
use in the boot and shoe making industry 
CURRENT APPROVAL 
Abrasive flap wheels for use solely in an 
industrial application 

Name and Address 
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Trethewey Stone Industries Ltd 
ct· PO Box 1311 
AUCKLAND 
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